
To Whom It May Concern:  

As the author of the five book volume series Pedophilia & Empire: Satan, Sodomy and the 

Deep State, I thoroughly expose today’s global child sex trafficking network, operating at the 

highest levels of power, primarily for BLACKMAIL ENTRAPMENT OF VIP POLITICIANS AND ENTERTAINERS.  

The Satanic death cult led by the powerbroking bloodlines are the chief overlords behind this 

worldwide pedophilia scourge. In addition to gatekeepers in LAW ENFORCEMENT, the COURT SYSTEM 

and CORPORATE MEDIA shielding this dark truth from public awareness, the elites deploy armies of 

“professional debunkers” and their credentialed titles to routinely undermine, smear and ruin 

child abuse victims and witness credibility and their incriminating testimony.  

When Satanic Ritual Abuse (SRA) first went mainstream in the early 1980s, after the CIA’s MK 

Ultra Mind Control programming was exposed during the US Senate Church hearings of the mid-

1970s, pedo-elites presented waves of counterevidence suddenly emerging to obscure this very 

real and dark worldwide network of children’s sexual abuse. By the late 1980s, catch phrases were 

culturally invented like the “satanic panic” to propagate society’s “overreaction” to the emerging 

scandals.  

Then the “False Memory Syndrome” was invented to plant seeds of doubt in the public mind 

intended to debunk eyewitness testimony. The fact that such false propaganda was conjured up 

in transparent failed efforts to discredit the Satanic Ritual Abuse practiced by elite occult secret 

societies speaks volumes to the lengths the Establishment will resort to in order to cover-up and 

bury the truth.  

When the so-called professional experts like the founding psychiatrists behind the False Memory 

Syndrome Foundation were exposed as pedophiles themselves, these hired debunkers lost 

serious credibility. So much evidence in recent decades has exposed numerous documented child 

sex abuse scandals, all covered in the Pedophilia & Empire books, many involving children 

systematically victimized in Satanic Ritual Abuse occult ceremonies.  

After the Hampstead 2 scandal surfaced in the United Kingdom nearly a decade ago, based on 

released videotapes that had gone viral depicting a brother and sister openly revealing the 

rampant child sexual abuse occurring regularly at their school led by their father, once again 

another high-profile case made headlines exposing Satanic Ritual Abuse in the exclusive 

Hampstead community primary schools.  

But it didn’t take long before police, news media and online websites were countering this 

exposure, referring to it as the Hampstead Hoax. The children’s mother Ella Gareeva and her 

boyfriend were persecuted, as were child advocates like Sabine McNeill. In Book 3 of my series, I 

chronicle this scandal in a chapter called “The Hampstead 2 Whistleblowing Kids Expose Satanic 

Cult’s MK Ritual Abuse-Child Porn Operation.”  

I’m writing this in support of Sabine who, in my opinion was severely punished, wrongly 

imprisoned for her advocacy work, and made a scapegoat to silence other advocates from 

coming forth. No matter how much established institutions, be they THE JUDICIARY or CORPORATE 

MEDIA, in all their effort to deny, deflect and cover up this heinous reality of rampant child sex 

abuse, in the end truth always prevails.  
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